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PUBLICATIONS

I.

China

CHUGOKU KAIGA SOGO ZUROKU ^ @Hf
"JT
[COMPREHENSIVE ILLUSTRATED
CATALOG OF CHINESE PAINTINGS. ] Compiled by Suzuki Kel
Tokyo:
Tokyo Dalgaku Shuppankai, 1982-83. 5 v. Y110.000.
This is a 5-volume catalog of Chinese paintings housed in 360 or so
collections in America, Europe, Japan and Southeast Asia. It Is the
first comprehensive catalog of Chinese paintings to be put together
and contains nearly 7,000 illustrations.
The catalog, with title, preface, notes, tables of contents and
Indexes also In English, consists of five volumes: 1) U.S. and Canada,
2) Southeast Asia and Europe, 3) & 4) Japan, and 5) Indexes. The
Illustrations, all in black and white, are small but clear, with the
condition and inscriptions fully discernible. Their source is the
photographic material of the Institute of Oriental Culture at Tokyo
University which Is to be made available for use as research data.
The catalog reveals the wide breadth of Its coverage of collections In
America, Europe, Hong Kong as well as Japan; just to mention a few,
there are the Metropolitan Museum, Freer Gallery of Art, Cleveland
Museum of Art, Nelson-Atkins Museum, Asian Art Museum of San
Francisco, British Museum, Ostaslatlska Museet in Stockholm, Tokyo
National Museum, Nara National Museum, etc. Among omissions are newly
acquired works In each collection, collections In China, in the
National Palace Museum in Taipei, works in Japan's ancient
monasteries, some U.S. collections, such as the Boston Museum of Fine
Arts.
The paintings included in the catalog are mostly works from before the
early 18th century, with one section In each volume containing later
works. The compiler points out that no changes have been made in
attributed names and dates which since then may have been changed.
The catalog is organized by collection. Each entry has the following
format: Number/attributed artist's name/name of work/attributed
date/format/dimen8lons/collectlon number/negative measurements.
Since, as Professor Suzuki points out, only a select number of
individuals have the opportunity to carry out on-the-spot
investigations of paintings, this illustrated catalog serves as "the
basis for the further development of the study of art history."
(Lily Kecskes)
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CHUNG-KUO LI SHIH TI T'U CHI <f fg|
£
%
[The historical atlas of
China.] Peking: Tl f u ch'u pan she, 1984-1985. 8v. HK $450
CHUNG-KUO LI SHIH TI T'U ^
{§) [Historical atlas of China.]
Chinese Culture University Press, 1984. 2v. US $60

Taipei:

The first title, with a total of more than 300 color-coded maps and
over 70,000 historical place-names is edited by T'an Ch'i-jang iJ^^c^jL*
It will be published in 8 volumes (1,200 pages) over a two-year
period. The plan for this publication originated in 1955. It was
first published in 1974 for internal use only. The present atlas Is a
revised edition, based on the 1974 one, and is now given public release
for the first time. The differences between the 1974 and the 1984
editions are summarized in the Foreword of the 1984 edition.
The second title, Chung-kuo 11 shih tl t'u, published in Taipei, under
the editorship of Ch'eng Kuang-su ^£#j*£-and Hsu Sheng-mo
if, , is
divided Into seven parts, with 257 maps. Unlike the Peking
publication, which Is arranged chronologically by dynasties, the Taipei
publication is grouped by subject: political maps, cities, industries,
water conservancy and communication, people and the way of life, art
and historical relics, and battles.
(Yeen-mel Wu Chang)

AN INDEX TO REPRODUCTIONS OF PAINTINGS BY TWENTIETH-CENTURY CHINESE ARTISTS, by
Ellen Johnston Laing. (Asian Studies Publications Series No. 6 ) .
Eugene, Oregon: Asian Studies Program, University of Oregon, 1984. xx,
530 p. $15.00
Annotated lists of Chinese artists and their works have been very
Important sources In studies of Chinese painting history. During the
past four decades, Osvald Siren's "Annotated Lists of Chinese
Paintings" in his Chinese Painting: Leading Masters and Principles (New
York: Ronald Press, 1956-1958), Ellen Johnston Laing's Chinese
Paintings in Chinese Publications, 1956-1965 (Ann Arbor: Center for
Chinese Studies, University of Michigan, Michigan Papers In Chinese
Studies No.9, 1969), and James F. Cahlll's An Index of Early Chinese
Painters and Paintings: T'ang, Sung, Yuan (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 1980) greatly aided scholars and researchers in their
studies of Chinese paintings of Imperial China.
The past decade has witnessed a great upsurge of interest in
twentieth-century Chinese painting. However, for reproductions of
paintings by twentieth-century Chinese artists, there were until
recently no lists comparable to the above-mentioned three works. Ellen
Johnston Laing, Maude I. Kerns Professor of Art History at the
University of Oregon, has just complied this valuable Index. In the
beginning of. this volume, there Is an extensive bibliography of books
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and journals indexed. The Index covers the period from 1912 to around
1980. The major portion of the Index lists about 3,500
traditional-style artists and their published paintings. The list is
arranged alphabetically by artist's name, followed by brief
biographical information and a list of the artist's paintings
reproduced in some 264 monographs, serials, and catalogs published from
the 1920s to 1982. Artist's biographies include: the artist's name,
alternate names (including tzu and h a o ) ; dates of birth and death;
birthplace; art education; the art associations of which the artist was
a member; teacher; subject specialities; and present professional
affiliation.
Sources for biographical information are given under each
artist. The biographical Information is followed by a listing of
paintings by the artist and where these paintings are reproduced.
For
the painting entries, the title, subject, or description is given
first. The main body of the Index is followed by a Collaborative Works
List which includes paintings done by four or more artists; an
Institutional Works List which includes paintings published as being
done by groups of unnamed artists associated with various organizations
or institutions; an Anonymous Works List which includes unsigned and
unattributed paintings; and a List of Alternate Names. The researchers
of paintings by Chinese artists of this century will no doubt greatly
benefit from this extremely useful Index.
The Index can be ordered from, and checks should be made payable to,
The Asian Studies Program, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon 97403.
(Wen-kai Kung)
WOMEN IN CHINA: A SELECTED AND ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY, compiled by Karen T.
Wei. Westport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1984. 250 p.
(Bibliographies and Indexes in Women's Studies, no. 1 ) . $35.00

Throughout the centuries of Chinese history, individual women have
become prominent because of their activities and achievements—very
admirable In some cases (e.g., Pan Chao, the historian), must less
admirable in others. Yet It seems not to have been until the latter
part of the nineteenth century that Chinese w o m e n — h a l f of the entire
population—began to become acutely conscious of their subordinate role
in society, and entered upon their long struggle for equality.
Over
the years this struggle has taken many different forms; and it is not
surprising that it has produced a large body of literature, some of it
filled with controversy.
So much has been written about Chinese women and their many problems
that a student of the subject is seriously In need of bibliographical
guidance. To provide such assistance is the purpose of Mrs. Wei's
Women in China, a Selected and Annotated Bibliography.
She has given
us a listing of over 1,100 items, mostly in English, most of which are
given descriptive and sometimes critical annotations. The
bibliographical references are very precise, and they cover a wide
range of materials, including "books, journal articles, doctoral
dissertations, master's theses, chapters or sections of books,

conference papers, and a few microforms." Many of the items included
are first-hand primary sources, such as autobiographies, memoirs, and
case studies. The scope of the work is broad; there are sections on
economics and employment, education, family planning, fertility and
health, female roles, social status and customs, feminism and the
women's movement, history, legal status, literature and the arts,
marriage and the family, philosophy and religion, and politics and
government.
Mrs. Wei informs us that the inclusion of Chinese-language material was
considered "but subsequently abandoned in favor of a later separate
treatment." One hopes that this separate treatment will be forthcoming
in due course. Since M r s . Wei has been so successful in organizing her
references to works in Western languages, one looks forward to a
comparable treatment of references to works in Chinese.
(Edwin G. Beal, Jr.)

Bibliographic Updates
REPUBLIC OF CHINA, A REFERENCE BOOK. Taipei: United Pacific International,
1983. 473 p.
"The Government Information Office has sponsored this publication as a
continuation of the long-lived China Yearbook series but in a fresh
format and with newly organized materials..." (Excerpt from the
foreword.) The new face lift results in a more appealing format
although the contents are similar to the old style. The China Yearbook
1980 was the 33rd and the last in the series.
CHIU-SHIH NIEN TAI
fcJr
[The nineties]. Hong Kong: Going Fine, May
1984. Monthly.
A continuation of Ch'i-shih nien tai Jc
A\j , the present title
will be used for the next fifteen years until the year of 2000. The
reason for not having a permanent title is, according to the editor, to
follow the publication's principle to set a pace for both the present
and the future. Ch'1 shih nien tai had enjoyed popularity as one of
the most widely read Chinese language periodicals, and Chiu shih nien
tai seems to be following this lead.

PRC QUARTERLY.
Peking: Xinhua Publishing House, April 1984- . Quarterly.
$45/yr.
As the foreword of its first issue published in April 1984 indicates,
"PRC Quarterly aims at providing reliable information in various fields
to help readers better understand China's present situation and its
on-going development..."
The publication is for general readers, and
the printing quality is superior to all other PRC serial publications.
There is also a supplement entitled Made in China, carrying
advertisements for China's mass products.
(Yeen -me1 Wu Chang)
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II.

Japan

KOKURITSU KOKKAI TOSHOKAN SHOZO JIDO TOSHO MOKUROKU, 1981
Q&Qfc'ffiflltik
%Li$\% fiffc , 1981 [National Diet Library Catalog of Children's
Books, 1981] Tokyo: Kokurltsu Kokkal Toshokan, 1984. 868,204,12 pp.
This Is the third catalog of the children's book collection of the
National Diet Library (NDL), Tokyo. The first catalog, published in
1971-72 in two volumes listed approximately 28,000 titles published
between 1868 and 1968 which were processed In NDL before April 1970,
excluding those titles which had already been included in the Telkoku
Toshokan Wa-Kan tosho shomel mokuroku [Catalog of Japanese and Chinese
books in the Imperial Library, arranged by title] (Tokyo: Telkoku
Toshokan/NDL, 1899-1971. 7 v. in 14. Coverage up to March 1949). The
second catalog, dated 1975, was published In 1977 and contained 12,645
titles processed in NDL between 1969 and 1975.
This third catalog, dated 1981, contains catalog entries for 14,285
titles, Including translations of foreign works, that were processed
during the six years between 1976 and 1981. It was compiled from NDL
on-line catalog data by the use of the computer, as was the second
catalog. Entries are grouped into four categories: general (e.g.,
mathematics, history, crafts, etc.), literature, picture books, and
comic books, and are arranged in each category by title in Japanese
syllabary order. Each entry (title main entry) contains standard card
catalog data, with author/title added entries in kana. Appended are
author indexes of Japanese and Western authors and a table converting
Western authors' names from the Japanese kana form to the original
spelling In roman alphabet.
(Yoshlko Yo8himura)

SHOSHI NENKAN '83
*83 [YEARBOOK OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES]. Edited by
Haruhiko Asakura and Hitoshi Fukai. Tokyo: Nichigal Associates,
1983.
x,412 pp. ¥12,000
This is the second issue of the annual bibliography of bibliographies
that began with the 1982 issue. The first issue contained 3,089 items
and covered the period between January 1980 and March 1982. The 1983
issue provides a comprehensive list of bibliographies (3,986 it total)
covering the humanities, arts, social sciences, and related fields
issued as monographs, parts of monographs, or as periodical articles,
published from April 1982 to March 1983. Included in the list are 323
references to articles on the science of bibliography and to review
articles on bibliographies published during the same period. Also
Included are a number of 1980 bibliographies omitted from the 1982
issue.
Entries are grouped into six categoreis: subject bibliographies,
personal bibliographies, library catalogs, general tables of contents
of periodicals and general periodical Indexes, publishers' catalogs,
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and articles on the science of bibliography and review articles on
bibliographies. The subject bibliographies are further classified
according to the current Japan decimal classification table. Personal
bibliographies include lists of publications by Individuals,
blo-blbllographlcal chronologies, bibliographies of works about
individuals, and catalogs of personal collections. Personal
bibliographies are of four types: collective bibliographies, Japanese,
Asians, and Westerners. An overview of bibliographical trends and
significant bibliographies of the year is provided, and there is an
index to compilers and authors.
This comprehensive bibliography is the work of many collaborators In
addition to the editors, and its value as a reference tool is
self-evident. The annual frequency of this bibliography solves the
problem of a bibliography becoming out-dated soon after its
publication. In the future, the editors hope to Include exhibition
catalogs and more blbliographlers of limited circulation, often
published by libraries and institutions dealing with communications and
often difficult to obtain.
An earlier bibliography of personal bibliographies Is the Jlnbutsu
shoshi sakuin [An index to personal bibliographies] compiled by Hitoshl
Fukai (Tokyo: Nlchlgai Associates, 1979. 400 p p . ) , which covers the
twelve years from 1966 through 1977. Keltaro Amano's llfework, Nlhon
shoshi no shoshi [A bibliography of Japanese bibliographies] (Tokyo:
Gannando Shoten, 1973- . Y15,000 [v.l], Y26,000 [v.2] lists In Its
first volume (Sosalhen [Generalia]), 215 pre-Melji general
bibliographies and 6,335 general bibliographies published between 1868
and 1965, while the second volume (Shudalhen I [Subject, I ] ) , published
In 1981, has 8,560 subject bibliographies published between 1868 and
1970 in the fields of generalia, philosophy, religion, history, and
geography. A projected third volume (Shudalhen II) will cover
bibliographies In the field of the arts, linguistics, and literature,
and a fourth volume (Shudalhen III) will cover those in social
sciences. In Amano's Nlhon shoshi no shoshi, personal bibliographies
ate integrated with the subject bibliographies. The present Shoshi
nenkan [Yearbook of bibliographies], which is intended to be a
continuation of Amano's llfework, is truly a welcome publication, and
any library with a Japanese collection will want to acquire it.
(Yoshiko Yo8hlmura)

III.

Korea
Seoul: Ppurl Kip'un Namu, 1983. 11 v.
W83,000
This 11-volurae set forms an encyclopedic guide to Korea, describing
nine provinces and the two cities, Seoul and Pusan, with their
geographical, historical, and soclo-cultural aspects In depth. Written
by those who know the places and people thoroughly and care deeply
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